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Exercises

- Sessions: Tuesdays 15:30 – 17:00
- Programming assignments every 2 weeks, starting today
- Announcements on website & Mattermost
- Implementation assignment tasks on GitLab
  - Submit via git
  - Due two weeks later, Tuesdays @15:30
- No Teams. We will check for copied code!
- Bonus System:
  - .3/.4 grade bonus on final exam (≥ % exercises passed)
  - Passed: Green GitLab CI (build, lint, test)
  - Fail: CI pipeline failed, skipped/disabled tests
GitLab & Mattermost

● Register:  https://gitlab.db.in.tum.de/
● Join Group:  https://gitlab.db.in.tum.de/moderndbs-2023
● Fork first task External Sort
● Clone & Push your solution
● Announcements / Questions:
  https://mattermost.db.in.tum.de/moderndbs23